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Doubtless, you’re going to be surprised, possibly dismayed, by the number of recipes in this book 

that involve frying. All good Americans have been conditioned to cringe at the idea of fried foods: 

after all the dire warnings about cholesterol and lipids and the war in our bloodstream between 

good HDLs and bad LDLs, the very mention of frying prompts us to make a hex sign to ward off 

evil and to look around for a sharp stake to drive through the heart of the fryer. 

 

Even if we can get past our health fears, Americans have been brainwashed into thinking of fried 

foods – especially (shudder!) deep-fried foods – as greasy and heavy. Therefore, anyone so 

degenerate, or so self-indulgent, as to be unable to kick the filthy habit entirely is urged at least to 

fry with “healthful” corn and peanut oil, which, we’re told, has the extra advantage of giving no 

flavor of their own to the foods that pass through them. 

 

From a cook’s point of view (and, we would assume, that of anyone with working taste buds), that 

last has always been a very dubious advantage: if a process doesn’t do anything to improve the 

taste of a food, why bother? The fact is, of course, that frying does wonders for the flavors and 

textures of many foods. That’s why it remains so popular despite all the assurances that our hearts 

will clog up and fall out if we don’t stop it. With science’s recent rediscovery of the health-giving 

properties of olive oil, some of our exaggerated fears of “oily” foods may begin to dissipate. 

Perhaps now the time is at last right to reintroduce the pleasures of frying in olive oil. 

 

New worlds will open to you once you try it, we promise. Frying in olive oil improves the taste of 

everything. Now, granted, maybe we two have been as palate-washed by our time in Italy as 

Americans are brainwashed by nutritional science – but to us, what olive oil does to foods is worth 

every calorie and every gram of mono-unsaturation it may involve. We have a music-loving friend 

whose criterion for buying any new record album or CD is that, the first time he hears it, it has to 

change his life. That’s what learning to fry in olive oil will do for you. 

 

Disabuse yourself of stereotypes. Well-fried food is not greasy or heavy: in fact, properly fried 

food usually creates a palatal impression of lightness and purity, as if the food’s natural flavor had 

been heightened, not obscured. The olive oil component of the flavor is like the harmony line that 

makes the melody more interesting. And foods cooked in olive oil are not unhealthy unless they’re 

all you ever eat – but you could say the same thing of water. In the Italian diet, fried foods are 

balanced out by fresh fruits and vegetables, by pasta and rice and wine. Some fat is essential for 

human nutrition, and olive oil is one of the best there is. 

 

A more reasonable reluctance about frying is based on the belief that it’s messy and troublesome – 

splatter on the stove, tendency to smoke, smells lingering in the curtains. Let us reassure you. 

 

First of all, troublesome. Not really. Everything gets easier with practice. Like pasta making, frying 

comes to seem not at all onerous once you’ve done it a few times. Then you don’t have to 

consciously decide everything – what pot to use, how much oil to pour in, where to put the paper 

towels for draining. You just do things the same way you did them before, and you hardly have to 



think about it at all. 

 

Second, don’t be intimidated by the “deep” in deep-frying. It’s only relative. Frying doesn’t require 

great vats of boiling oil. On the contrary, unless you’re working with volume like a MacDonald’s 

franchise, all you need is enough oil to float the foods you’re cooking: an inch or so in a 

moderate-sized cast-iron skillet. In properly heated oil, most foods turn golden in a minute or two, 

so you want to fry only a few pieces at a time so you can attend to turning and removing them. 

 

A cast-iron skillet is ideal because it holds heat extremely well (and the oil keeps the skillet 

beautifully seasoned for subsequent sautéeing). Oil temperature can drop 40 or 50 degrees with the 

addition of raw food, and you want to prevent that as much as possible – which is another reason to 

fry in small batches. Another way to prevent excessive temperature drop is to use a much larger 

volume of oil, but that’s when you get into the perils of boiling vats. Also, olive oil is expensive – 

so, all in all, a little is better than a lot. Most of our recipes call for 2 cups of oil in an 8-inch pan, 

which is an extremely manageable set-up. 

 

Third: To solve the problem of smoking oil, use a frying thermometer. Just remember to keep an 

eye on it. Another (more costly) possibility is an electric frypan. But be aware that they’re usually 

quite large and will need far more oil. Then you’ll be tempted to try frying too many items at once 

because of the large surface area. And that will drop the oil temperature. And unlike a stove burner 

that you can turn up to high, the electric frypan takes its own good time to return the oil to frying 

temperature, while your food sits there soaking up warm oil. Another high-tech solution is the 

DeLonghi rotary fryer, which not only doesn’t smoke but eliminates the lingering scent of frying 

even from poorly ventilated (e.g., New York apartment) kitchens. Its drawback is that you can’t 

see how your fritti are progressing as you can with an open pan. Really, minimal gadgetry is best 

for successful deep-frying – a heavy skillet, a thermometer, and flexible gas heat. 

 

So let’s say you’re now willing to fry. What kind of olive oil should you use? We don’t 

recommend extra-virgin, unless you own an olive grove. Plain old pure olive oil is fine. Buy in 

quantity and it isn’t so expensive. A gallon tin of olive oil in your pantry will give you a warm, 

provided-for feeling – and if you use our recipes a lot, that gallon will get used. Don’t be tempted 

by the “light” olive oil some Italian makers are pushing – it’s been lightened to flavorlessness. If 

your grocer has what seems like astonishingly bargain-priced olive oil, it’s probably pomace oil – 

that is, oil that was pressed from the solids left over after the higher-quality oil is extracted. 

Pomace oil isn’t contemptible (after all, grappa is a pomace brandy – pomace from grapes, not 

olives, of course – and we yield to none in our passion for grappa.) We’ve had reasonable results 

with pomace oil, but it has a coarser flavor and isn’t as great a savings as it seems, because it 

breaks down sooner under repeated heatings, so you can’t reuse it as often. 

 

Used olive oil can and should be filtered for several (though not infinite) reuses. A coffee filter 

works very well but takes a very long time; a paper towel is quicker but not as thorough. Stored in 

the refrigerator, olive oil can be used several times for frying. Your nose will tell you when it’s 

time to stop! 

 


